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Abstract— One of the important issues in establishing a
fault tolerant connection in a wavelength division multiplexing
optical network is computing a pair of disjoint working and
protection paths and a free wavelength along the paths. While
most of the earlier research focused only on computing disjoint
paths, in this work we consider computing both disjoint paths
and a free wavelength along the paths.
The concept of dependent cost structure (DCS) of
protection paths to enhance their resource sharing ability was
proposed in our earlier work. In this work we extend the
concept of DCS of protection paths to wavelength continuous
networks. We formalize the problem of computing disjoint
paths with DCS in wavelength continuous networks and prove
that it is NP-complete. We present an iterative heuristic that
uses a layered graph model to compute disjoint paths with DCS
and identify a free wavelength.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of providing fault-tolerance to wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks has enjoyed
a lot of attention in recent times. Shared protection is
a popularly known technique to provide fault-tolerance
to optical WDM networks. It allows protection paths
of more than one connection to share resources when
their corresponding working paths do not fail at the same
time. If the working path of a newly arrived connection
is disjoint with the working path of an active connection
in the network, then a wavelength-link that is reserved
for protecting the active connection can be used by the
protection path of the newly arrived connection request at
no extra cost. This technique of providing shared protection
is popularly known as backup multiplexing.
An optimal protection path under shared protection is a
path that utilizes as much resources as possible from the
pool of resources that are reserved for protecting currently
active connections in the network. To compute such an
optimal path one needs to consider the following two
criteria. First, the set of currently active connections in
the network whose working paths are edge-disjoint with
the working path of the newly arrived connection. Second,
the wavelength-links (network resources) that are reserved
for protecting the active connections that satisfy the first
criteria. We term this dependency of the protection path as
dependent cost structure of protection paths under shared
protection in wavelength continuous networks.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of dependent cost structure of protection paths in
wavelength continuous networks.
Figure 1 shows a simple 6-node wavelength continuous
optical network. Connection c1 between node pair (B,F )
is established on working and protection path pair (p1, q1)
on wavelength λ1. A new connection request c between
node pair (C,E) arrives. The working path p for the
new connection request is established on the link −−→CE and
on wavelength λ1. Without considering the dependent
cost structure, the costs of the paths
−−−→
CBE and −−−→CDE are
the same, assuming all the links have equal cost. Now
considering the dependent cost structure, since the paths p1
and p are disjoint, the link−−→BE can be used by the protection
path of the connection c at no extra cost i.e., dependent
cost of link
−−→
BE is zero. Therefore path
−−−→
CBE is chosen as
the protection path of connection c. In this way dependent
cost structure allows the protection path of the newly arrived
connection to share as much resources as possible from the
pool of resources that are reserved for protecting currently
active connections in the network and thus enhances the
resource sharing ability of the protection paths.
The dependent cost structure optimizes the reserved
capacity both in static and dynamic network environments.
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In a dynamic environment, where connection requests are
not known, dependent cost structure provides improved
blocking performance and resource utilization. In a
static environment, where connections requests are known
ahead of time, it minimizes the amount of resources
required to establish the given set of connections or
maximize the number of connections that can be established
under resource constraints. In both cases it provides
increased revenue for service providers. Dependent
cost structure of protection paths without considering
wavelength availability was studied in our earlier work [1].
The problem was proved to be NP-complete and hard to
approximate. However our earlier work did not consider
wavelength availability along the computed disjoint routes.
In this work we consider both wavelength availability along
the disjoint working and protection paths and dependent cost
structure of the protection paths.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we formalize the least-cost disjoint paths problem
with wavelength continuity constraint and dependent cost
structure (LDP-WCC-DCS). In Section III we present our
iterative heuristic for solving the LDP-WCC-DCS problem.
In Section IV we discuss the experimental results and in
Section V we present our concluding remarks.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we define the dependent cost of a path
q (protection path) w.r.t. the path p (working path) and the
current status of the graph G with κ active connections. We
provide a formal definition of LDP-WCC-DCS problem and
prove that it is NP-complete.
A. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce few notations that are later
used in the formulation of the problem. We follow the
convention that the path pi in the ordered pair (pi, qi) is
the working path and the path qi is the protection path and
(λpi , λqi) are the wavelengths assigned to paths pi and qi
respectively.
A path p is said to be link disjoint with path q if there
exists no common link between them, and is denoted as
p ∩ q = φ. A wavelength-link in a optical fiber graph
G = (V,E) with W wavelengths, i.e., link (i, j) on
wavelength λ, is denoted as ((i, j), λ). A path p along
with wavelength assignment λp is said to be wavelength-
link disjoint with a set of paths P and their corresponding
wavelength assignments ΛP if path p does not use any
wavelength-link that is assigned to any of the paths in
the set P , and is denoted as [(p, λp) ∩ (P,ΛP )] = φ.
The wavelength-link disjointedness can be mathematically
formulated as,
[(p, λp) ∩ (P,ΛP )] = φ⇐⇒
∀pi ∈ P, if ((i, j) ∈ p) ∧ ((i, j) ∈ pi) then λp = λpi .
B. Dependent Cost Structure
In this section we formalize the dependent cost structure
of a protection path on its working path and the
current status of the network with κ active connections.
The dependent cost of a wavelength-link ((i, j), λ),
C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)(i, j, λ), in a graph G with κ disjoint path pairs
(P,Q) already routed on wavelengths (ΛP ,ΛQ) and with
a working path p between the node pair (s, t) is defined as
follows: C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)((i, j), λ)
=
O, if ∃ qi ∈ Q, s. t. ((i, j) ∈ qi)
∧(λqi = λ) ∧ ((pi ∩ p) = φ)
C((i, j), λ), otherwise
where C((i, j), λ) is the cost of link (i, j) on wavelength
λ. The dependent cost of path q w.r.t. path p in the graph
with κ pairs of disjoint working and protection paths already
routed is sum of dependent costs of all the links along the
path q and is given by the following equation.
C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)(q, λ) =
∑
(i,j)∈q
C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)((i, j), λ)
C. Formulation
Let us formalize the least-cost disjoint paths problem
with wavelength continuity constraint and dependent cost
structure (LDP-WCC-DCS).
Least-cost Disjoint Paths problem with Wavelength
Continuity Constraint and Dependent Cost Structure
(LDP-WCC-DCS)
Instance: Given a network topology graph G = (V,E),
an integer cost function C, κ pairs of edge disjoint paths
(pi, qi) routed on wavelengths (λpi , λqi) corresponding to
κ node pairs (si, ti) where 1 ≤ λpi , λqi ≤ W , a source-
destination node pair (s, t), and an integer M .
Question: Does there exist an edge-disjoint path pair
(p, q) and wavelength assignment (λp, λq) between node
pair (s, t) such that [(p, λp) ∩ (P,ΛP )] = φ, [(p, λp) ∩
(Q,ΛQ)] = φ, [(q, λq) ∩ (P,ΛP )] = φ and its cost
C(p, q) = C(p)+C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)(q) is at most M where C(p)
is the cost of path p and C(P,Q,ΛQ,p)(q) is the dependent
cost of q w.r.t. to (P,Q,ΛQ, p)?
The least-cost disjoint paths problem (LDP-DCS)
without considering wavelength continuity constraint but
with dependent cost structure was proved NP-complete and
hard to approximate in [1]. LDP-WCC-DCS easily reduces
to LDP-DCS problem and is therefore NP-complete. In the
next section we present our heuristic that uses the layered
graph model to compute the least-cost disjoint path pair
in wavelength continuous networks considering dependent
cost structure.
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III. OUR HEURISTICS
In our earlier work in [2] we presented an iterative
heuristic IMNH to compute asymmetrically-weighted least-
cost disjoint paths. In this section we extend the IMNH
heuristic to IMNH-LWD heuristic for solving the LDP-
WCC-DCS problem. IMNH-LWD computes routes as
well as free wavelength along the routes by computing
the routes in a layered graph [3] instead of regular fiber
topology graph. Though the LDP-WCC-DCS problem
formulation and the NP-completeness results presented
in Section II are only applicable for networks without
wavelength conversion, the IMNH-LWD heuristic presented
in this section can be used for networks without wavelength
conversion as well as with limited wavelength conversion.
A. Our Iterative Heuristic (IMNH-LWD) for LDP-WCC-
DCS Problem
In this section we present our iterative heuristic for
computing least-cost disjoint path pair with dependent cost
structure in layered graph (IMNH-LWD). The IMNH-LWD
heuristic is described in the flow-chart in Figure 2. The
input to the heuristic is a fiber topology represented by
graph G, its edge cost function C, the layered graph GL
corresponding to graph G, κ pairs of working and protection
path pairs (P,Q) corresponding to κ active connections,
their wavelength assignments given by ΛP , ΛQ, the edge
cost function CGL of layered graph GL, and the source
destination node pair (s, t). The transformation of given
graph G = (V,E) to layered graph GL = (VL, EL),
Γ : G −→ GL is presented in Appendix A. A shortest path
in this layered graph computes both a path and a wavelength
assignment along the path. The edge cost function CGL
reflects the state of the network with κ active connections.
The iterative heuristic IMNH-LWD, similar to IMNH-
WD, iteratively tries to compute the disjoint paths and
minimize its cost. During its computation, IMNH-LWD
maintains the current best disjoint path pair PPcur−opt
found which is initialized to NULL. The number of
iterations of the IMNH-LWD heuristic is limited by a pre-
determined integer M . Starting with the shortest path as
the seed path in its first iteration, it uses next shortest path
with non-decreasing cost as seed path in each successive
iteration. IMNH-LWD using the modified network-flow
algorithm MNA and the ith shortest path si as seed path
computes a pair of disjoint paths (p, q) in G. The MNA
algorithm is described in Section III-B. The IMNH-LWD
heuristic now invokes TSH-DL assuming the seed path p as
working path to compute the disjoint protection path p′ in
GL. The TSH-DL heuristic is described in Section III-C.
If the path pair computed in the ith iteration (p, p′) is better
than the current best optimal path pair PPcur−opt, it updates
the path pair PPcur−opt as (p, p′). Now, the heuristics
checks to see if the current best optimal PPcur−opt is the
If C < Cost(PPcur_opt)
Update PPcur_opt and its cost
Output PPcur_opt
Stop
Initilization: PPcur_opt =NULL
i = 0
Cost(PPcut_opt) = MAX_NUM 
Increment  i
the cost of PPcur_opt
If cost of si is less than half 
Start
If (i <= M) 
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Compute (i+1)th shortest path si in G
Run   MNA
Let C be the sum of the costs of paths p and p’
Run to compute dependent protection path p’TSH−DL
 to compute (p, q)
Fig. 2. The flow-chart of the Iterative Modified Network-flow Heuristic
for solving LDP-WCC-DCS problem (IMNH-LWD).
optimal solution. If IMNH-LWD heuristic successfully
verifies the optimality of the path pair, it stops and outputs
the optimal disjoint path pair, otherwise it continues with
the next iteration.
If the optimality of the path pair PPcur−opt could not
be established even after completing M iterations, IMNH-
LWD returns the current best solution as a sub-optimal
solution. A measure of closeness of the optimality of the
sub-optimal solution to the optimal solution is given by
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: Let PPcur−opt be the current optimal
disjoint path pair computed by IMNH-AWD algorithm at
the end of ith iteration, Ccur−opt be its weighted cost, let
C(si) be the cost of the ith shortest path in graph G and
optimal not found then Ccur−opt is at most Ccur−opt(α+1)C(si) times
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optimal solution.
Proof: Let opt be cost of the optimal disjoint path pair
(p, q) i.e., opt = αp + q. Now, opt ≥ αC(si) + C(si),
since if opt < αC(si) + C(si) the optimal path pair (p, q)
must have already been computed in some iteration j, j < i
where C(sj) < C(si), a contradiction.
Now consider the ratio,
Ccur−opt
opt
≤ Ccur−opt
(α + 1)C(si)
Ccur−opt ≤ Ccur−opt(α + 1)C(si) × opt.
B. Modified Network-flow Algorithm (MNA) for Layered-
Graph
In this section we present modified network-flow
algorithm (MNA), outlined in Algorithm 1. The input to
the algorithm is a directed graph G, an edge-cost function
C, and the seed path p between the source-destination pair
(s, t). The algorithm computes a pair of edge disjoint paths,
if such a disjoint path pair exists in the graph, otherwise it
returns NULL.
The trap links along a path sk are defined as the links
along path sk that are responsible for the failure of the
TSH heuristic in computing disjoint path pair. The two-
step heuristic (TSH) is a simple heuristic to compute a pair
of edge disjoint paths between a pair of nodes in a graph
G. The MNA algorithm computes a pair of disjoint paths,
if a diverse path pair can be computed by avoiding trap
links along the seed path sk, otherwise it returns NULL.
To identify trap links along the given seed path sk, MNA,
in steps 2 − 3, constructs a modified graph G′ and its cost
function C ′ as follows. It removes the directed edges (i, j)
along the seed path sk and assigns the cost of link (j, i) to
0. Now, MNA checks to see if a shortest path s′k between
node pair (s, t) exists in the modified graph G′. If s′k exists
then, MNA successfully computes the disjoint paths in steps
5 − 9 and outputs sum of their costs, otherwise MNA fails
and returns∞. The trap links along the seed path sk are the
links that are belong to both the path sk and s′k (ignoring
the link directions). In Steps 5 − 6, MNA adds all the links
along the paths sk and s′k except the trap links to another
temporary graph G′′. In step 7, MNA computes link disjoint
paths (p, q) and in step 8 it returns the cost of the pair (p, q).
1) Complexity: Let us analyze the complexity of the
MNA algorithm. Steps 2− 3 take O(n) time, assuming that
the seed path has no cycles. Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used
to compute the shortest path s′k in Step 4. We know that the
time complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(m + n log n)
where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of
links in the network. Steps 5−6 can be computed in O(n2).
In Step 7 the MNA can use TSH approach to compute the
Algorithm 1 MNA(G,C, sk, s, t, (p, q))
1: copy the graph G to a modified graph G′ and cost
function C to C ′
2: for all the links (i, j) ∈ sk, remove the directed edge
(i, j) in the graph G′
3: for all the links (i, j) ∈ sk, C ′(j, i) ←− 0
4: if a shortest s′k in the modified graph G′ from s to t
exists then
5: for all the links (i, j) ∈ sk such that ((j, i) /∈ s′k),
add undirected edge (i, j) to G′′
6: for all the links (i, j) ∈ s′k such that ((j, i) /∈ sk),
add undirected edge (i, j) to G′′
7: compute disjoint path pair (p, q) using TSH in G′′
between node-pair (s, t)
8: return the cost of path pair (p, q), C(p, q)
9: else
10: return ∞
11: end if
diverse paths in G′′. The complexity of Step 7 is again
O(m+n log n). Therefore the time complexity of the MNA
algorithm is O(m + n log n + n2).
Note that the paths computed in Step 7 use only the
links along the seed path sk and path s′k but not the links
belong to both the paths. From this observation Step 7
can be enhanced to compute the diverse paths by a simple
rearrangement in O(n) time. With this enhancement, like
TSH, MNA invokes Dijkstra’s algorithm only once. Hence
the running times of TSH and MNA can be considered
equivalent.
C. Two-Step Heuristic with Dependent cost structure using
the Layered graph model (TSH-DL)
In this section we present the two-step heuristic for
computing the edge disjoint protection path with dependent
cost structure assuming the given seed path as the working
path where the input graph is a layered graph. The two-step
heuristic considering dependent cost structure for layered
graph (TSH-DL) is outlined in Algorithm 2. The input to
the TSH-DL heuristic is same as IMNH-LWD including a
seed path p. The heuristic computes the protection path q in
the layered graph and returns the weighted sum of the costs
of seed path p and disjoint dependent protection path q.
The TSH-DL algorithm first computes a free wavelength
along the given seed path p as the working path. In Step
2 it computes the dependent cost of the wavelength-links
in the layered graph. To compute the dependent cost it
assigns a cost of 0 to all the wavelength-links used by the
protection paths qi whose corresponding working path pi
is edge-disjoint with the seed path p. In Step 3, TSH-DL
removes all the links on all the wavelengths along the seed
path p. TSH-DL now computes a shortest path q in this
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modified graph with the dependent cost. If such a path q
exists then q is a disjoint protection path with dependent cost
structure for the working path p.
Algorithm 2 TSH-DL(GL, CGL , P , Q, ΛP , ΛQ, p, (s, t),
q)
1: compute a wavelength assignment to path p in GL.
2: compute dependent cost function CD
3: set the cost of all the links along p on all wavelengths to
∞ in dependent cost function CD
4: if shortest path q in GL with cost function CD from as
to at exists then
5: return (CGL(p) + CD(q))
6: else
7: return ∞
8: end if
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments on a 79-node network with
108 links and 20 wavelengths. We simulated dynamic
traffic with calls arriving into the network having Poisson
distribution with mean arrival rate λ. The connections have
exponential holding time with mean 1/µ. The load on the
network is measured as λ/µ. In a single simulation run, we
simulate 100,000 calls for a specified load.
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Fig. 3. Blocking Probability vs. Load (in Erlangs) of simulating 100, 000
connections on 79-node network with 20 wavelengths.
The performance of a heuristic is measured in terms of
blocking probability, average working path length, average
effective backup length, maximum protection capacity and
maximum total capacity. However, due to space constraints
we do not present the results of maximum protection
capacity and total capacity. The blocking probability is the
ratio of the number of blocked calls to the total number
of calls simulated. The path lengths are measured in
hop distance. The average working path length is the
average hop length of the working paths of all the accepted
connections. The effective length of a protection path of a
newly arrived connection request is defined as the number
of links that the protection path does not share with the
protection path of any of the active connections in the
network. The average effective protection path length is
the average of the effective protection path lengths over all
the accepted connections. The simulations are run on a
lightly loaded Sun Fire V210 with 2 UltraSPARC IIIi 1 GHz
processors and 2 GB RAM.
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We experimented with the following heuristics ITSA
[4], IMNH [2], and IMNH-LWD. The Iterative Two-Step
Approach (ITSA) computes disjoint working and protection
paths whose sum of the asymmetrically weighted [5] costs
is least. ITSA with asymmetrical weight factor of 8 and the
maximum limit on the number of iterations as 6 is termed as
ITSA-6P-W8. IMNH with asymmetrical weight factor of 8
and the maximum limit on the number of iterations as 2 is
termed as IMNH-2P-W8. Let us term our proposed IMNH-
LWD heuristic with the maximum limit on the number of
iterations 2 as IMNH-LWD-2P.
Figure 3 shows blocking probability with increasing
network load (in Erlangs) for 100,000 call simulation
using the heuristics TSH, ITSA-6P-W8, IMNH-2P-W8
and IMNH-LWD-2P. The graph clearly shows that IMNH-
LWD-2P outperforms all the remaining heuristics. When
compared to ITSA-6P-W8, our IMNH-LWD-2P heuristic
provides 67% increase in blocking performance at a network
load of 100 Erlangs and an average of 74% increase in
blocking performance when the network load ranges from
10 to 100 Erlangs.
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Figure 4 plots the average working path length during
an entire simulation. It shows that the average working
path length of IMNH-LWD-2P is longer than that of other
heuristics. Figure 5 plots the average protection path length
of the accepted connections among the 100, 000 connections
simulated. Figure 5 also shows the effective protection
path length of the accepted connections simulated using the
IMNH-LWD-2P heuristic. Though the average protection
path lengths for the IMNH-LWD-2P heuristic are much
longer when compared to other heuristics, the average
effective protection path length almost tends to 0 as network
load increases. We can infer that the resources reserved
for protection are efficiently utilized but at the expense of
slightly longer working paths. For decreasing the average
working path lengths the optimal solution can be defined
as minimizing the sum of the asymmetrically weighted [5]
costs of working and protection paths.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the problem of computing
optimal disjoint paths in wavelength continuous networks
under shared protection. We formulated the problem
as computing least-cost disjoint paths with wavelength
continuity constraint and dependent cost structure (LDP-
WCC-DCS). We introduced the concept of dependent cost
of a protection path on its working path and the current
status of the network. We proved that LDP-WCC-DCS
problem is NP-complete. We presented an iterative heuristic
(IMNH-LWD) that uses the layered graph to compute both
the path and the wavelength assignment at the same time
while computing the disjoint path pair. We conducted
experiments on a 79-node network. When compared to
ITSA, an earlier heuristic, our IMNH-LWD-2P heuristic
provides 67% increase in blocking performance at a network
load of 100 Erlangs and an average of 74% increase in
blocking performance when the network load ranges from
10 to 100 Erlangs.
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APPENDIX
A. Transformation to Layered-Graph
The layered graph model was proposed in [3], [6]
and studied in [7] for solving the routing and wavelength
assignment (RWA) problem in WDM optical networks.
In [8] the layered graph model was extended to multi-
fiber layered graph for solving the RWA problem in multi-
fiber optical networks. In [9] the multi-fiber layered
graph model is used to solve routing, fiber and wavelength
assignment (RFWA) problem in multi-fiber networks to
optimize capacity for providing fault tolerance under both
dedicated and shared protection in static environments
(connection requests are known ahead of time).
Let us present the transformation of a given fiber
topology graph G = (V,E) to a layered graph GL =
(VL, EL), Γ : G −→ GL. Let CGL : EL −→ Z be the
edge cost function for the layered graph GL. The layered
graph consists of two types of nodes, namely, wavelength
nodes and access nodes. Formally,
VL = {ni,w| ∀i ∈ V,w ∈W} ∪ {ai| ∀i ∈ V }
where ni,j’s are wavelength nodes and ai’s are access nodes.
The edges in the layered graph are also of three types,
namely, wavelength selection links, and wavelength routing
links. The layered graph corresponding to wavelength
continuous networks does not have wavelength conversion
links. Formally the edges in layered graph corresponding to
wavelength continuous networks is
EL = {ei,w} ∪ {e(i,j),w}
where {ei,w} = {(ai, ni,w)| ∀i ∈ V,w ∈ W} and
{e(i,j),w} = {(ai,w, aj,w)| ∀(i, j) ∈ E,w ∈ W}
are wavelength selection and wavelength routing links
respectively. The cost of the wavelength selection links is 0.
The cost of the wavelength routing links e(i,j),w is the same
as the cost of the link (i, j) in graph G. The time complexity
of transforming the graph G to the layered graph GL for a
wavelength continuous network is O(nW + mW ) where n
is the number of nodes and m is the number of edges in the
fiber topology graph G.
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